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V-1        
Grumman G-134 Mohawk  
 
Specifications:            
span:  42', 12.80 m                 
length:  41', 12.50 m   
engines: 2 Lycoming T53-L-3   
max. speed: 289 mph, 465 km/h  
 

 
(Source: US Army) 

 
On 18 September 1962 those YAO-1As remaining in service with the US Army were redesignated as YOV-1A.   
On the same day those AO-1As remaining in service were redesignated as OV-1A and production continued under this 
designation with serials 63-13114/13134. Although the standard engine for this version was the T53-L-7, earlier aircraft were 
fitted with T53-L-3 engines whilst most were later converted with T53-L-15 engines.  
A few OV-1As were modified as JOV-1A with six underwing pylons for light bombs and were used as such in Vietnam. Serials 
included 57-6538 and 57-6540.  
The OV-1B version, which was redesignated from AO-1B on 18 September 1962, was further produced with serials 
64-14238/14273 whilst a batch with serials 64-14274/14277 was cancelled. The span was 48', 14.63 m and the engines 
T53-L-15. The designation JOV-1B was for an aircraft with serial 62-5903 which was modified for electronic reconnaissance. 
Other JOV-1Bs were 59-2633 and 62-5866. The designation YOV-1B referred to conversions of OV-1A with serials 63-13118 
and 63-13119. 
After 18 September 1962 production of the AO-1C continued as OV-1C with batches 66-18881/18896, 67-18897, 
67-18900/18901, 67-18903, 67-18905/18932 and 68-15930/15965. The aircraft were based on the OV-1A but carried ground 
surveillance radar.  
A few OV-1Cs were converted as RV-1C electronic reconnaissance aircraft. The designation JOV-1C was for an aircraft with 
serial 62-5857 which was modified for electronic reconnaissance. 
Four OV-1Cs were completed in the same configuration as the OV-1B and fitted with different camera equipment. Serials were 
67-18898/18899, 67-18902 and 67-18904. Of these aircraft 67-18898 was retained for development work with the designation 
NOV-1D.  
The OV-1D, based on the OV-1B, was a battlefield surveillance aircraft fitted with side looking radar and infra-red mapping 
equipment. Following four YOV-1Ds with serials 67-18898/18899, 67-18902 and 67-18905, 37 OV-1Ds were built with serials 
68-16990/16996 and 69-16997/17026, whilst a number of OV-1Bs and OV-1Cs as well as some YOV-1Ds, including 62-5865, 
62-5867, 62-5872/5876, 62-5878, 62-5885/5890, 62-5898, 62-5899, 62-5902, 67-18900, 67-18902/18912, 67-18916/18927, 
67-18929/18932, 68-15930, 68-15931, 68-15932, 68-15933, 68-15934, 68-15935, 68-15937, 68-15938, 68-15939, 68-15940, 
68-15941, 68-15942, 68-15943, 68-15945, 68-15946, 68-15947, 68-15948, 68-15950, 68-15958, 68-15959 and 68-15960 were 
converted to this standard.  
A batch with serials 68-16997/17019 was cancelled. 
The designation JOV-1D was for aircraft modified for electronic reconnaissance and included 67-18922, 68-16992, 69-17000, 
69-17010 and 69-17019. 
36 OV-1Bs were converted as electronic intelligence gathering aircraft with the designation RV-1D. The aircraft included 62-
5891, 64-14238, 64-14239, 64-14243, 64-14244, 64-14245, 64-14246, 64-14247, 64-14248, 64-14249, 64-14250, 64-14252, 
64-14253, 64-14254, 64-14255, 64-14256, 64-14258, 64-14259, 64-14260, 64-14261, 64-14262, 64-14263, 64-14264, 64-
14265, 64-14267, 64-14268, 64-14269, 64-14270, 64-14271, 64-14272 and 64-14273. 
Initially designated AO-1E, the OV-1E version, which was to be equipped with T53-L-7 engines was not proceeded with.  
The EV-1E designation was applied to 16 OV-1Bs converted for electronic intelligence duties. Serials included 68-16993 and 
69-17021. The RV-1E was a tactical reconnaissance conversion.  
The US Army tested the McDonnell 120 helicopter as V-1 Jeep, but it is believed that this was prior to 1962. 
 
Refer also to AO-1, OF 

 



V-2        
De Havilland DHC-4 Caribou  
 
Specifications:            
span:  95'7", 29.13 m 
length:  72'7", 22.12 m   
engines: 2 Pratt & Whitney R-2000-7M2   
max. speed: 216 mph, 348 km/h 
 

 
(Source: US Army) 

 
On 18 September 1962 those YAC-1s and AC-1s remaining in service with the US Army were redesignated as CV-2A whilst 
the AC-1As were redesignated as CV-2B. The production of CV-2As with serials 63-7924/7971 was cancelled. The production 
of the latter version continued as CV-2B with serials 63-9718/9765 and a total of 103 were built. In January 1967 the USAF took 
over the responsibility of these aircraft and the CV-2A was redesignated as C-7A and the CV-2B as C-7B.  
     
In 1973 the US Army acquired four Caribous previously operated by a civilian contractor at the Kwajalein Missile Range with 
the bogus serials 66-250, 66-254, 66-255 and 66-256, where the serial number was based on the aircraft’s construction 
numbers. There is no evidence that these aircraft received a designation. 
        
Refer also to AC-1, C-7 
 



V-3        
Bell 200  
 
Specifications:            
span:  33', 10.06 m 
length:  30'3", 9.22 m   
engines: 1 Pratt & Whitney R985-AN-3   
max. speed: 181 mph, 291 km/h 
 

 
(Source: USAF, via 10af.afrc.af.mil/photos) 

 
On 18 September 1962 the second XV-3 (in the USAF designations system) was redesignated as XV-3A in the tri-service 
designation system. The serial was 54-148. The aircraft was used by NASA until 1966 when it was damaged. In 2003 it was 
transferred to Bell Aircraft for restoration and eventual display at the USAF Museum.  
            
Refer also to H-33, V-3 

 



V-4        
Lockheed 330 Hummingbird  
 
Specifications:            
span:  25'8", 7.82 m 
length:  32'8", 9.96 m   
engines: 2 Pratt & Whitney JT12A   
max. speed: 518 mph, 833 km/h 
  

 
(Source: USAF) 

                                         
The Hummingbird was an experimental VTOL aircraft achieving VTOL mode by directing the jet efflux through a diverter valve 
in each exhaust. The gases were then ejected at high speed into a mixing chamber which combined them with air taken in 
through doors in the fuselage top. Transition took place between 145 km/h and 233 km/h.  
Initially ordered by the US Army as VZ-10, the aircraft with serials 62-4503/4504 were redesignated as XV-4A on 18 September 
1962 and shortly after the trials had started on 7 July 1962. At that point in time the VTO gear had not yet been fitted. The first 
untethered VTOL flight was made on 28 May 1963. The first full transition took place on 20 November 1963. Initial flight results 
were unsatisfactory and modifications were made during 1963. The first aircraft was lost on 10 June 1964 after which the second 
aircraft was handed over to NASA for wind tunnel research.  
Based on a September 1966 contract, the second aircraft was extensively modified by Lockheed for NASA research into jet lift 
research and redesignated as XV-4B. The fuselage was enlarged to 33'9", 10.29 m and fitted with 4 vertical mounted General 
Electric J85-GE-19 engines and 2 similar engines fitted horizontally. The wing span was 27'1", 8.26 m and the max. speed 463 
mph, 745 km/h. The first flight in this configuration was on 28 September 1968 and the aircraft crashed at Marietta on 14 March 
1969.  
 
Refer also to VZ-10 

 



V-5        
Ryan Vertifan  
 
Specifications:            
span:  29'10", 9.09 m 
length:  44'6", 13.56 m   
engines: 2 General Electric J85-GE-5   
max. speed: 550 mph, 885 km/h 
 

 
(Source: NASA) 

 
The Ryan Vertifan was a direct lift research aircraft which had lifting fans which were buried in the wing. There was also a small 
nose mounted fan. The efflux of the jets drove the wing fans via peripheral tip blades for vertical flight when the exhaust gases 
flowed downwards through wing shutters. During transition the shutters closed and the jet exhaust was diverted backwards. 
Two were ordered as VZ-11 and with serials 62-4505/4506 but were redesignated as XV-5A on 18 September 1962. The first 
conventional flight took place on 25 May 1964 whereas the first hover flight was made on 16 July 1964. Full transition was 
achieved in October 1964. The first aircraft was destroyed on 27 April 1965 and is now in the San Diego Aerospace Museum. 
The second aircraft, after having been damaged in October 1966 was extensively modified as XV-5B. It was later transferred 
to NASA and carried registration N705NA.  
            
Refer also to VZ-11 

 



V-6        
Hawker Siddeley P1127 Kestrel  
 
Specifications:            
span:  22'10", 6.96 m 
length:  42', 12.80 m   
engines: 1 Bristol Pegasus 5   
max. speed: 690 mph, 1110 km/h 
 

 
(Source: USAF) 

 
The Kestrel was an experimental VTOL fighter built by Hawker Siddeley using a vectored thrust engine. Development began in 
1957 and the first flight took place on 21 October 1960. In 1963 a tri-service squadron was formed by the USAF, RAF and 
Luftwaffe to evaluate the Kestrel from 1 April 1965 to 30 November 1965. The aircraft assigned to this squadron carried RAF 
serials XP831, XP836, XS688/696. Of these XS688 had made its first flight on 7 March 1964. There is reason to believe that 
the USAF designation XV-6A and serials 64-18262/18270 were assigned at that time as ‘shadow' designation and serials 
although they were not carried by the aircraft.  
In 1966, and after the tri-service squadron had been disbanded, six Kestrels were shipped to the United States where they were 
tested by the USAF, US Navy, USMC and NASA in simulated combat over a period of three years. At that point in time the old 
USAF serials were applied. The aircraft involved were:  
 XS688 64-18262      
 XS689 64-18263 later NASA 521 
 XS690 64-18264  
 XS691 64-18265  
 XS692 64-18266 used for spares 
 XS694 64-18267 later NASA 520 
It is possible that XS694 carried the incorrect serial and should have been 64-18268. The 64-18267 would have been assigned 
to XS693 which had been retained in the UK. 64-18263 was modified using parts of 64-18267 and was transferred to NASA as 
NASA 521 in 1968 where it flew at the Langley Research Centre until 1974. 
The aircraft which had serials 64-18267 (ie XS693), 64-18269 and 64-18270 crashed in the United Kingdom between 1965 and 
1967. 
In 1970 the designation AV-6B was initially used for what became the AV-8A. It was cancelled on 27 March 1970.  
 
Refer also to A-8, V-16, VZ-12 

 



V-7        
De Havilland DHC-5 Buffalo  
 
Specifications:            
span:  99', 30.18 m 
length:  79', 24.08 m   
engines: 2 General Electric CT-64   
max. speed: 282 mph, 454 km/h 
 

 
(Source: US Army) 

 
The Buffalo was a transport aircraft developed with funds from the US Army and the Canadian Government. The design was 
commenced as AC-2 but the four aircraft were ordered as CV-7A with serials 63-13686/13689. The first flight took place on 9 
April 1964. On 1 July 1966 the USAF took over responsibility and the aircraft were redesignated as C-8A.  
In 1994 the US Army acquired the US Navy’s UC-8A (serialled 161546) and gave it the designation CV-7A (but retained the US 
Navy serial) until it was disposed of in 1996. This particular aircraft was the former 63-13688. 
            
Refer also to AC-2, C-8 

 



V-8        
Ryan 164 Fleep  
 
Specifications:            
span:  33'5", 10.19 m 
length:  26', 7.92 m   
engines: 1 Continental O-360A   
max. speed: max. speed: 65 mph, 105 km/h 
 

 
(Source: US Army?) 

 
The Ryan Fleep was a flexible wing research aircraft of which one was built for the US Army and flew for the first time in June 
1963. The serial was 63-13003 whilst a second example with serial 63-13004 was cancelled. The designation was XV-8A.  
Note that the Hawker Siddeley AV-8 refers to the A-8 designation.  
 



V-9        
Hughes 385  
 
Specifications:            
span:  55', 16.76 m 
length:  45', 13.72 m   
engines: 2 General Electric YT64-GE-6   
max. speed: 173 mph, 278 km/h               
 

 
(Source: Hughes) 

 
The Hughes 385, ordered as XV-9A, was a high speed helicopter to evaluate hot cycle propulsion. Hot exhaust gases from the 
twin engines were ducted through the tip of the rotor blades. One aircraft was built with serial 64-15107 using existing 
components. The first flight took place on 5 November 1964 and the testing program was completed in August 1965 after 19 
hours flying.   
 



V-10       
North American (Rockwell) Bronco  
 
Specifications:            
span:  40', 12.19 m 
length:  39'10", 12.14 m   
engines: 2 Garrett T76-G-12/12   
max. speed: 280 mph, 451 km/h 
 

 
(Source: Jos Heyman) 

 
The Bronco was a twin engined forward air control aircraft. Seven aircraft were ordered by the US Navy as YOV-10A on 15 
August 1964 with serials 152879/152885. The first flight took place on 16 July 1965. The aircraft had a span of 30'3", 9.22 m 
and were fitted with T76-G-6/8 engines except for the last example which had Pratt & Whitney YT74-P-1 engines. Aircraft 
152879 was later converted as NOV-10A. 
The first production version was the OV-10A and from 17 August 1964 114 were ordered for the USMC with serials 
155390/155503 and 157 for the USAF with serials 66-13552/13562, 67-14604/14701 and 68-3784/3831. The serials 
87-405/406 refer to aircraft transferred from the USMC to the USAF. The first flight took place on 6 August 1967.  
The designation OV-10B was assigned to a target towing version of which 18 were built for the German air force with serials 
158292/158309. They were fitted with a pod mounted General Electric J85-GE-4 booster engine. The first flight was on 3 April 
1970.  
The Thai Air Force received 32 examples of the OV-10C which was similar as the OV-10A. The first flight was on 9 December 
1970 and the serials were 158396/158411 and 159134/159149.  
Two OV-10As (including 152881) were converted as YOV-10D, a prototype for the OV-10D night observation/gun ship 
conversion. They were fitted with T76-G-420/421 engines and had a length of 44'0", 13.41 m. The first flight was on 9 June 
1970. Serials were 155395 and 155396.  
Later a number of OV-10As were converted to the OV-10D standard. Serials included 155395, 155406, 155409, 155410, 
155417, 155418, 155428, 155436, 155440, 155442, 155446, 155447, 155451, 155465, 155466, 155468, 155470, 
155472/155474, 155476, 155477, 155479/155484, 155486, 155487, 155489, 155492/155494, 155498, 155499, 155501 and 
155502 
The OV-10E was a version for Venezuela of which 16 were built with serials 159057/159072 whilst 16 OV-10Fs were delivered 
to Indonesia with serials 160216/160227 and 160295/160298.  
 



V-11       
Mississippi State University Marvel  
 
Specifications:            
span:  26'3", 8.00 m 
length:  23'3", 7.09 m   
engines: 1 Allison T63-A-5   
max. speed: 205 mph, 330 km/h 
                                    

 
(Source: Mississippi State University) 

 

The XV-11A Marvel was a boundary layer control research aircraft designed by the Mississippi State University (MSU) for the 
US Army. Parts were constructed by the Parsons Corp. The aircraft carried the serial 65-13070 and the first flight took place on 
1 December 1965. On completion of the flight programme in April 1967, comprising 35 hours over 49 separate flights, the aircraft 
was put in storage to be revived in 1981 with civil registration N2768Q. It was then used by MSU until struck from the civilian 
register on 12 May 2003. It continued to be used as a static display item for the University.  
 



V-12       
Rockwell NR356  
 
Specifications:            
span:  28'6", 8.69 m 
length:  43'11", 13.39 m   
engines: 1 Pratt & Whitney F401-PW-400   
max. speed: 1450 mph, 2335 km/h 
 

 
(Source: Rockwell) 

 
Initially the V-12 designation was assigned to a version of the Pilatus Porter. Known as OV-12A 25 aircraft were ordered by the 
US Navy from Fairchild Hiller in 1968 with serials 157102/157126. The aircraft, which had a span of 49'8", 15.14 m, length of 
36'10", 11.23 m, 1 Garrett TPE311-1-101F and a max. speed of 174 mph, 280 km/h, were to be used for river patrol duties in 
South East Asia. Because of political difficulties the order was cancelled although the project was more or less revived as the 
AU-23A.  
 
The XFV-12A, to which the specifications apply, was a VTOL aircraft to be used for Sea Control Ships. It used thrust augmented 
wing concept and two aircraft were ordered in 1972 with serials 161080 and 161081. The first flight was expected to take place 
in October 1974 but the programme was delayed and restricted to one aircraft only which rolled out on 26 August 1977. The 
aircraft went through a series of captive tests in which it failed to lift its own weight and the programme was eventually cancelled 
before a flight took place.  
Literature has suggested the designation FV-12A for a twin engined production version. 
            
Refer also to U-23, V-20 
 



V-13       
 
The V-13 designation was not assigned. 
 



V-14       
 
The V-14 designation was reserved by the US Navy in January 1973 for the Bell 301 (later XV-15) but was eventually dropped 
to avoid confusion with the X-14 VTOL craft still in use.  
 



V-15       
Bell 301  
 
Specifications:            
span:  25', 7.62 m 
length:  42'1", 12.83 m   
engines: 2 Avco Lycoming LTC1K-4K   
max. speed: 382 mph, 615 km/h 
 

 
(Source: NASA) 

 
The XV-15A was a tilt rotor research aircraft funded by NASA and the US Army. Design work commenced in 1973 and the first 
aircraft flew on 3 May 1977 and the second on 23 April 1979. Later in the programme the US Navy also lent support. It is not 
apparent the aircraft carried military serials, instead the NASA registrations N702NA and N703NA were carried.  
 



V-16       
McDonnell Douglas Advanced Harrier  
 
Specifications:            
span:  30'4", 9.25 m 
length:  46'6", 14.17 m  
engines: 1 Rolls Royce Pegasus 15  
max. speed: 720 mph, 1158 km/h 
 

 
(Sourve: Naval Aviation News) 

 
The aircraft was a development of the Harrier and was supposed to meet the requirements of the USMC, US Navy, RAF and 
Royal Navy. First flight was envisoned to take place in 1978 with production starting in 1979. But, as the cost was too excessive, 
development was cancelled in 1974. The designation was AV-16A but no aircraft were ordered.  
 



V-17        
? 
 
Specifications:            
span:   
length:     
engines:    
max. speed:  
                   
The XV-17A designation was assigned to the Army in May 1973 as the XV-17A. No other information is available. 

 



V-18       
De Havilland Canada DHC-6 Twin Otter  
 
Specifications:            
span:  65', 19.81 m 
length:  51'9", 15.77 m   
engines: 2 Pratt & Whitney PT6A-27   
max. speed: 210 mph, 338 km/h 
 

 
(Source: USAF) 

 
The first flight of this light transport aircraft was on 20 May 1965. Originally designated as C-16A, the US Army procured 
UV-18As for use by the Alaska National Guard and the first of these aircraft was delivered on 22 October 1976. The serials 
were 76-22565/22566 and 82-23835/23836. 76-22566 eventually went to the Naval Postgraduate School where it was flown 
as N83NX. 
The US Air Force Academy used two UV-18Bs with serials 77-464/465 for parachute training whilst a further example had serial 
87-802. The two former aircraft were also registered as N70464 and N70465.  
The US Army had two UV-18Bs with serials 79-23255/23256. 79-23256 eventually went to the US Navy. 
In 2008 the US Army ordered another three aircraft for use by the Golden Knights parachute team. They carried serials 08-
0262/0264 (sometimes shown as 10-80262 and 10-80264) and were constructed by Viking and were designated as UV-18C. 
 
Refer also to C-16 
 



V-19        

? 

 
Specifications:            
span:   
length:     
engines:    
max. speed:  
 
The V-19A designation was reserved on 25 February 1977 for the Navy and cancelled again on 8 December 1980. 
A drawing of a Hughes Y-wing design of the 1960s displayed a blurred was XV-19 but is not connected with the V-19A 
designation. 
 



V-20       
Pilatus Chiracahuas  
 
Specifications:            
span:  49'11", 15.21 m 
length:  36'1", 11.00 m   
engines: 1 Pratt & Whitney PT6A-27   
max. speed: 160 mph, 256 km/h 
 

 
(Source: US Army) 

 
Two Pilatus Turbo Porters were used by the US Army in West Berlin as UV-20A and with serials 79-23253/23254. Eventually 
79-23254 was transferred to the Golden Knights parachute demonstration team.  
In 1991 the US Army acquired six Pilatus PC-6 with serials 91-068/070. It is believed these were used in Alaska for photo 
reconnaissance duties.  
A single aircraft designated as UV-20A was acquired with serial 95-6039. 
            
Refer also to U-23, V-12 

 



V-21        
? 
 
Specifications:            
span:   
length:     
engines:    
max. speed:  
 
The PV-21 designation was reserved in December 1980 by the Navy for a blimp with tilt rotors. During 1983 the Navy tested 
an experimental tilt-rotor blimp and it is possible that the V-21 designation was intended for a tactical development. 
 



V-22       
Bell/Boeing Osprey  
 
Specifications:            
span:  84'9", 25.83 m (incl. rotors) 
length:  62'8", 19.10 m   
engines: 2 Allison T406-AD-400   
max. speed: 316 mph, 508 km/h 
 

 
(Source: USAF) 

 
In the 1980 the USMC developed a requirement for a CH-46 replacement. Designated as ‘HXM’ and with serials 161916/161923 
reserved for it, it eventually evolved into the V-22 project, a VTOL aircraft with tilt rotors.  
The first batch of 6 aircraft was ordered with serials 163911/163916 of which the first aircraft flew on 19 March 1989 and made 
its first full conversion on 14 September 1989. Aircraft 163911/163916 and 164939/164944 were designated V-22A. Aircraft 
164939/194944 have also been referred to as NV-22B. Aircraft 163914, 164939 and 164941 were converted to CV-22A, a 
USAF transport version whilst 164940 and 164942 were converted to MV-22A. Aircraft 164943 and 164944 were to be 
converted to HV-22A, a search and rescue version for the US Navy at a requirement of 48 aircraft but these two aircraft were 
eventually completed as MV-22Bs with serials 165433 and 165434. Aircraft 163915 and 163916 were cancelled, although the 
first of these had flown. A batch of V-22As with serials 164389/164400 was also cancelled. 
The SV-22A designation applied to a US Navy version of which 300 were required but no aircraft were ordered. 
Following several crashes a range of improvements were introduced. The MV-22B version was ordered with known serials 
165433/165444, 165837/165853, 165940/165956, 166383/166391, 166480/166499, 166685/166692, 166718/166726, 
166731/166747, 167902/167922, 168004/168033, 168214/168244, 168278/168307, 168322/1683562 and 168601/168613.  
Aircraft with serials 165949/165955 and 166392/166399 were cancelled. The MV-22B has also been referred to as MV-22N. 
Of these 165839 was converted to CV-22B with serial 99-0021. The CV-22B version referred to 50 aircraft for the USAF, of 
which known serials included 02-0024/0025, 04-0026/0027, 05-0028/0030, 06-0031/0033, 07-0034, 08-0035/0039, 09-
0040/0045, 10-0046/0050, 11-0051/0056, 12-0057/0061 and 13-0062/0066. These are sometimes shown with different FYs. 
The designation HV-22B referred to a search and rescue version that was not roceeded with.  

 



V-23       
Skytrader Scout  
 
Specifications:            
span:  55'2”, 16.81 m 
length:  43', 13.11 m   
engines: 2 Turbomeca Astazou 16   
max. speed: 191 mph, 307 km/h 
 

 
(Source: Tom Turner, via Airlines.net) 

 
The UV-23A was a light transport aircraft ordered by the Department of Defence for sales to foreign military powers. Other 
sources have suggested that it was to be used by the US Army for intelligence gathering and reconnaissance.  
The Scout was a conversion of the Skytrader 800 which had first flown on 21 April 1975 with the registration N800ST whilst the 
UV-23A designation was assigned sometime in 1989 and the aircraft was flown as such in 1989.  
The project was not proceeded with.  
 

 

 
 
 
 


